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More Representation
On CADI

This reporter had an
opportunity to interview the new
President of Student Senate,
Mike Whipple and to find out
what his goals are while being
President.
Mike's major goal is to get

more student representatives on
the CADI Board of Directors. At
the present time, there is only
one student and that is himself.
He wishes to obtain up to 50
percent student representation.
The Board of Directors makes
major decisions concerning the
changes of the auxiliary services
on campus such as the
bookstore, check cashing
service, laundry services, etc.
Another goal that Mike has
concerning CADI is to either
break away or to have the fee
reduced that is charged for
taking care of the students'
activities money. Right now
CADI is charging us $17,000
which is 8 percent compared to
other SUNY systems which
charge only 2-3 percent. Delhi is
charged the highest in the SUNY
system, according to Mike after
attending a recent SASU
conference.
Mike also hopes to reach a

compromise with President
Hennessey about the hot plate
issue. The term "hot plates"
includes any electrical appliance
that is required to take
electricity and convert it to heat
that is needed to cook food. The
Student Senate President feeis

that students shouldn't take a

"no" on this issue. In fact, Mike
has set up a committee to offer
alternatives to this problem.
Jack VanAlmelo is the chairman
of this committee.
"SASU" is a good thing to

establish communications
between the New York State
Colleges" Mike Whipple stated.
With a combined effort among
students, it can establish
legislative help and other
services at collective bargains
for students.

Mike feels he has student
cooperation. He feels that he has
an excellent Executive Board
who can handle any problems
that may arise. Mike is planning
to run for president next year.
He feels this semester, he is
learning to work with the system
and has established workable
communications with President
Hennessey. Then next year, with
such knowledge behind him, he
hopes to make progress which
will benefit the students.
Mike is from Hastings, N.Y.,

which is near Syracuse and is a
freshman taking Hotel
Management here at Delhi. He
feels that he can help students
and still not have it inflict on his
studies. He is willing to listen
and accept suggestions from
students. Mike looks forward to a

progressive future that will help
make Delhi a better place for the
students.

Manufacturers

Overcalculate Demand
(CPS) In an era of spiraling

inflation, this year students are
getting at least one bargain -
electronic calculators.
In 1972, when the little

calculators first hit the market,
a standard model cost about $150
and was produced by about 40
different companies. Now the
average cost of a calculator is
only $45, and some very simple
models can be bought for as little
as $13.
The reason for the price fall

was that everyone realized a
good thing when they saw it at
the same time.
Electronics firms rushed to

meet the rapidly escalating
demand for calculators, and over
the last two years,
overproduction plus advance in
technology caused a glut of
calculators.
Texas Instruments, one of the

largest firms, started the price
deflation because it cornered a
sizeable part of the electronic
chip manufacturing, and found
itself in the enviable position of
providing its competitors with
chips. Chips are semi -
conductors on which electronic
circuits are imposed in large
numbers to build integrated
circuits — the most essential
part of all calculators.
Since it made its own chips,

flpfr

Was There A First Valentines Day?
No one is really sure how St.

Valentine's Day originated.
There are many stories
concerning its start, even some
that have little to do with its
being a day for lovers.

In one story, Valentine was a
well - liked priest in Rome. The
emperor of Rome, Claudius, was
trying to recruit soldiers for his
wars, but was meeting with
much opposition. He found that
the men were unwilling to leave
their wives and girlfriends.
Claudius declared that no one
could be married and that all
engagements were broken as a
form of punishment. Valentine

did not approve of this
declaration, so he secretly
performed several marriages.
When the Emperor heard of this,
he threw Valentine in jail where
Valentine died on Feb. 14.
One tale simply declares that

Valentine's Day is the official
day for sweethearts because it's
the day that birds begin to
choose their mates.
Another belief is that it is

derived from an ancient Roman
festival. Long ago, the Romans
were bothered by wolves outside
their city that attacked sheep
when the shepherds took them
out to graze. A god, Lupercus,
was believed to have watched

over and protected the shepherds
and their flocks. A celebration
was held once a year to honor
Lupercus. Later, as Christianity
was gaining more followers this
festival was still held. Christian
priests tried to discourage it by
holding another festival on the
same date, Feb. 14. They placed

the names of the saints in a box
and each young person drew a
name. He was to try to lead his
life to be like that of the saint's
for a year. Eight of the saints
chosen were St. Valentines
seven of whose feast days were
Feb. 14. So the name of the
festival was St. Valentine's.

Texas Instruments was able to
lower its prices first, and other
companies had to follow suit to
stay in competition. Over the last
two years, half of the firms
producing calculators were
driven out of the market or out of
business. Now electronics firms
are doing everything they can to
unload their machines.
"Not since the introduction of

mass - produced transistor
radios has the consumer gotten a
better deal," said Bruce Vogeli,
a mathematics professor at
Columbia University. Twelve
million calculators were sold last
year, up from only 2.5 million in
1972. Industrial estimates are
that this year 25 million will be
sold.
"There was a time when a

calculator manufacturer or
assembler couldn't do anything
wrong," commented Edward
White, chairman of Bowmar
instruments. "Everything he
came out with sold. Now things
have changed," he lamented.
Calculators will probably be a

bargain through 1977, industry
spokespeople have said. By then
there will be 160 million units in
use, and sales will decline to
about 40 million per year in
replacements because
calculators have a life
expectancy of only four years.

Killing Porpoises Without Purpose
Before you bite into that

succulent tuna - salad sandwich.
Project Jonah wants to ask you a
question:
How many dolphins and

porpoises were killed last year
by the tuna fishing industry —

the "incidental" victims of
technology employed by some of
the big brand tuna-packers?
The estimated kill runs from

200,000 to 400,000 annually,
according to officials of Project
Jonah, who have launched a
nationwide tuna boycott in an
effort to stop what they call a
mindless <fnd needless slaughter.

The practice Jonah wants to
eliminate is called' "fishing on
porpoise," and is limited to
yellowfin tuna, which follow the
porpoises and dolphins and feed
on their leftovers. Yellowfin
comprise 60 percent of the
annual US catch, and 60 percent
of the yellowfin are caught by
multi million dollar vessels
called purse - seiners.
Jonah's Eugenia McNaughton

said the seiners are like the huge
whale factory boats. The tuna
catch is cleaned aboard the

ships, then frozen for ultimate
delivery tp the canneries.
When a herd of porpoises is

spotted, the seiner drops its
speedboats which, under radio
direction from the big ship's
captain, "herd" the porpoises
into a compact bund.
Then a skiff is dropped,

holding one end of the net. It
follows the big ship in a
tightening circle around the
porpoises (and tuna). Once the
net is "set," its top is drawn
tight like the top of a drawstring
purse, trapping both the sought
after tuna and the unwanted
porpoises.
When the catch is hauled

aboard, the tuna are sorted out
and the porpoises — many badly
maimed, many already dead
from suffocation — are dumped
unceremoniously back into the
sea.

Jonah has learned that a

scientific survey shows "The
porpoise population has been
drastically reduced over the past
two years."
Said McNaughton, "the case is

stronger and more urgent than
even we had thought" — and the

i hardboycott has now become i
reality.
Main targets of the boycott are

Star-Kist Foods, Inc., and Van
Camp Sea Food Co. (a division of
Ralston - Purina), both of
Terminal Island, Calif., and
Bumble-bee Seafoods, Astoria,
Oregon.
Jonah has urged boycotting

consumers to chicken salad and
to quit buying any tuna packed
by the producers named. With
lew exceptions, the cans don't
say what kind of tuna is inside,
or how it was caught. This leaves
it up to consumers to find
independent canneries, probably
in Washington and Oregon.
"We don't want to put the

small, independent tuna man out
of business," says Ms. Mclntyre.
"What we're against is
agribusiness in the sea."
Jonah has chosen an unlikely

weapon for thier new campaign
a comic book called "Net

Profit." The book extolls the
intelligence and friendliness of
porpoises and dolphins — and
describes in graphic detail how
the big ships stalk and trap
them.
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Ifie editdr
Dear Editor:

WDTU Unfair
Recently two WDTU DJs were

dismissed from duties of the
station because of their need for
change. They were dismissed
(WDTU's executive board term
for this is "termination.") The
reason was that they did a show
which was an informal talk and
music show where they
expressed their opinions and
received opionions from the
listeners. This is not usual
procedure for WDTU therefore
this is a "terminal" offense. This
shows a lack of interest in the
staff and it also shows their lack
of sight for the students' needs to
voice opinions. WDTU will be
starting a talk show but with
someone who is from the
administration. Some students
can't relate with administration
as well as with a student! It is
felt that "termination" for
organizing talks show is unfair.
Another reason for

"termination" was because they
brought their own albums into
the station. The reason for this is
simple: They wanted to give the
listeners something more than
the regular station music. WDTU
has a limited selection and
therefore bringing albums up to
the station increases the station
output of a variety of music. For
this they were "terminated."
The next reason that they were

"terminated" was for taping
their voices and using them
throughout the show. What I
mean is instead of announcing
the call letters, they made a tape -
of the call letters to save time.
For this they were
"terminated."
The reasons that were stated

for "termination" are not so
much a sign for "termination"
but a sign of change! It is
understood that there can be
many views on why these DJs
were "Terminated." It is said
that the executive board
received many bad calls for the
above show but on the same

token, the DJs got many good
calls. Who is to say who is right?
.For this reason it is felt that an
injustice was done when the
"termination" of the DJs were
handed down.

"Seekers of Justice"
Dear Editor:

Saturday Night Dances
MacDonald Pub

Many students are asking
questions regarding Saturday
Night Dances, -why were they
free last semester and now
there's an additional charge?
Throughout last semester
College Union, with funding from
Student Senate provided the
bands on Saturday night.
MacDonald Pub which is an
operating unit of College
Association at Delhi (C.A.D.I.)
ran the dances (bar, provided
the maintenance etc.).
This current semester College

Union has exhausted its funds for
this programming
(approximately $3,900. was spent
first semester). Therefore, the
Pub has been hiring the bands
charging admission at the door
to cover the cost of
entertainment. It's financially
impossible for us to supply a
band, operate our bar with the
present drink prices, hire
bartenders and supply
maintenance for clean-up with
our bar receipts.
Last Tuesday evening I

addressed Student Senate
concerning this problem. I asked
them 'to discuss with their
organizations the situation. If
you want free Saturday Night
entertainment tell your senators
to support an additional
allocation to College Union for
this programming. If you're
willing to pay admission C.A.D.I.
will continue to sponsor the

dances in the manner we've been
doing since the beginning of the
semester. Any suggestions you
may have please pass on to your
senators, your interest will be
appreciated.

Sincerely,
Craig Traub

Letter to the Editor:
As a member of the ABC

committee, I feel I have an

obligation to inform students of
the underlying circumstances
that the ABC draft policy was
written. Basically, I have two
complaints. Complaint number
one concerns student input vs.
administrative input. The
committee consisted of three
students and six administration.
Unfortunately, there is little
room for student imput on a
committee formed in this
manner. Yet, students are
confronted with a policy similiar
to this draft for many years to
come. I ask the student body. "Is
this fair?"
Complaint number two

concerns the writing of the draft.
For instance, I made a
recommendation that would
benefit students in some way.
The recommendation was not
discussed for basically one
reason; the chairperson of the
committee felt that the President
of the College would say no, so it
was disregarded. In essence, the
committee wrote a draft policy
to satisfy the President of the
college! Again, it's unfair to the
student body!
Is there a solution? Hopefully,

-there will be. I feel it is a

responsibility of the President to
restructure the committee in a

way that will satisfy student and
administrative needs. At this
time, I would urge the student
body not to accept the present
draft until necessary changes
can be made for a fair ABC
committee on this campus!

Ken Coon
Letter to the Editor:
After reading Dr. Hennessy's

"draft copy" of the new
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Policy, it is my feeling that the
students on the Delhi Campus
should not accept the policy as
written. There are many points
in the policy that the students
should ask for a definition of.
What is a group? two or more?
What is a designated area? Our
rooms?
I am asking that the students

on this campus support my
feeling and demand a clearer
definition of the policy. It is my
feeling that there was not fair
student representation when Dr.
Hennessy's committee wrote
this policy, and now is the time,
while the policy is still
considered a draft, to unite the
students, the people that the
policy will affect, and voice our
opinions and disagreements.
Please feel free to contact me iri
the Student Senate office at any
time. I am looking forward to
your support and your
suggestions.

Michael Whipple
Student Senate President

Dear Editor .

To the students on campus:
This Article is Written About
You!
It's quiet in the halls of Russell

now, giving the illusion of
contentment and if you like
believing in fantasy, walk
through and continue with that
impression. But if reality is what
you're after, lean your ear to a
door, if you dare. You will learn
of contemptuous, sinful goings
on, and if you have a weak
stomach, maybe that fantasy
world would be more suitable to
your gut wall.
As your sense of hearing

breaks the barrier of wood
standing between you and
reality, you will find that there

are brutal, sexual beatings
performed by a person who gives
the outward appearance of a shy,
nice, boy next door type. Love
triangles are a thing of the past
in the hallowed halls of Russell,
the only co-ed dorm on Campus.
Present day love hexagons are
more the "in thing."

Nymphomania may be the
appearance of this flirtatious
lady of the night, but back-rubs
are what she's after as long as
your hands remain on her back.
Rape is what she cries if these
wonderfully trustworthy hands
meander to a forbidden,
belonging to someone else's area
of flesh.
Two friends, one male, one

female, is the next topic of
barbaric real life situation at
Russell. This tidbit of
information keeps these simple
minded college folk happy for
hours, discussing what
absolutely and positively went on
behind that locked door until the
wee hours of the morning.

Horrendous goings on for a
college dorm, but if not for these,
boredom and deafening silence
would linger, the halls would be
quiet, and this would be the
reality. But contentment i^n't the
illusion death is.
You may think to yourself how

all these happenings get around.
Well, a dorm crier is a part of
Russell. You hear the same voice
in every room spreading the filth
and deceit to every ear, willing
or unwilling.
If this hits home, then my

purpose has been successful. If
you ignore it and say that it must
be someone else, then that
purpose has been a wasted one.
Other people's business should
be just that, and if no privacy is
to be had in the sanctuary of
your college room, and your
private thoughts deprived of you,
then friendship must be a thing
of the far away past.

Signed,
Friends

P.S. If you miss the point, the
story's yours!

ABC Report
Last week, the ABC report was

printed, in the campus
newspaper. After a week of
digesting it, I was wondering if
there was any feedback on the
report. To me the report looks
fair but there are some questions
that are not answered. Who will
determine who will sponsor the
monthly dances in McDonald
Pub? Who would sponsor the
dance when you have two or
more groups asking permission
to have the dance that month?
There are plenty of organizations
on campus. Will only the big ones
run the dances, or do the smaller
membership clubs get their
chance, too? The number of
dances that can be sponsored are
eight to the total of
approximated 40 clubs and
organizations on campus.
Another question that I have is

will we have to pay for the new
ID cards that will be issued with
pictures; when will and how do
we get them? And if this can be
the only proof for the pub, what
about guests?
Still another question is that

the gym is available for dances
under the President's approval,
so if there is a dance in the gym
is that dance the dance that is
designated for the month or do
we students still get the monthly
dance in the Pub?
Another comment I would like

to make is that in order for clubs
and organizations to have
drinking functions on campus
they have to go through a lot of
paper work to obtain the permit;
but that can't be avoided no
matter where you go.
There is a section in the part

about alcohol use related to the
residence hall program that
seems impractical. The part is
number two where students may
consume alcohol in their rooms
as long as there is no
infringement on the right of
other students to sleep or study.
If there was such a gathering
that grew into a small party;
who would guarantee that the
other students rights aren't
infringed upon?
To end this issue, the report
still has a chance.
Amendments can be made!
This will give the board the
ability to improve the policy for
alcohol control; after being in
practice to see how this policy is
going to work on our Delhi
campus.

Setting The
Issue Straight
I would like to set the student

body straight about a petition
that seems to be circulating on

campus concerning
assistantships of the editor and
athletic ability. I don't know
about the issue of athletics. But I
can let you know about "the
assistantship of the editor."
What I get is not an
assistantship, but rather there
are two donors who give
donations designated to the
student editor of the newspaper.
It may be given at the end or the
beginning of the year, but in this
case it is set up as an
assistantship. It was set up this
way as one could use the money
through the semester to pay for
books, school supplies, etc. and
not wait until the end of the year
when it wouldn't do as much
good. Even if this petition goes
through, the students would not

have a say about the money with
regards to the editor as it
depends each year on whether
the donors donate. I wish like
everyone else who wants the
newspaper to get their facts
straight, that they would too
before using it as an example.
I'm urging no one to sign the

petition until this committee can
explain what their purpose is to
the student body. They are
welcome to use the student
newspaper to tell the student
body about their petition. In fact
I would like to hear from every
side of this issue.

Budget
Outlook

The executive budget which
Governor Carey submitted to the
legislature asking for approval
looks promising for the State
University of New York. The
budget concerning SUNY divided
into two parts. One part is
maintenance and operation and
the other part is Capital
Construction. Capital
Construction is then further
divided into two parts:
reapportionments in previous
years not yet used and new
apportionments. Under the
reapportionments, Delhi is
budgeted money for completing
and equiping the General Studies
building; some money was
budgeted to build the Agriculture
and Science Building; and also
money for an architect for the
planning of the Voed building.
For new apportionments, Delhi
was budgeted money for
planning an addition to the
Physical Education facilities and
the Chancellor set aside some

money to build a President's
home. This latter is to provide
Delhi the same facilities for a

President as on other colleges.
What should be noted is on the

reapportionments, the planning
for the Voed building has been in
three years but the Budget
Bureau won't release the money
to SUNY construction who would
appoint an architect. Another
bug is that some money for the
Ag and Science was budgeted but
not enough to start construction.
Meanwhile, in the Governor's

office budget 67.5 million is
planned for SUNY (where tuition
is free) in their construction fund
while we need just a little to
build this building and we pay
tuition. Something isn't right
somewhere!
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Student

Senate

New Fee, Fines & SASU Offers Block
Booking For
Concerts

Deposits Policy
Adopted

February 4, 1975
A petition dealing with the

Alumni assistantships was
handed out.
Tonight the dining hall report

was given by Craig Traub. His
main topic was the weekend
dances held upstairs in
McDonald Hall. Last semester it
cost $39 hundred for the bands,
the average band costing
approximately $300. With
inflation the same type of band
now costs $350.
For the first weekend of the

1975 spring semester a band
costing $600 was hired and 300
tickets were to be sold at $2
apiece. (This was because
Senate voted down to give the
College Union more money for
entertainment.) However not all
the tickets were sold and money
was lost. You're probably
wondering how can we still have
dances? First an admission
charge will still be used; but an
increase in liquor prices may be
instituted. As it is our liquor and
draft beer has remained the
same despite the fact that, as of
February, a case of liquor went
up 2-5 percent and, as of
January, the price of beer was
also increased. The only
monetary increase in the
alcoholic beverages sold in the
pub was on six packs of beer.
Now it seems that it is going to
be hard to keep liquor prices the
same as last semester.
Another financial loss was that

of the Cabaret because of a lack
of customers. The deficit ranged
from $25-$40 each weekend.
Cabaret for this weekend has
been cancelled and will not be
reopened until a campaign to
familiarize the students is
completed. Did you know that
they have waitress - waiter
service and student talent?
Beginning Feb. 11 in order to

use McDonald Pub you'll have to
have a picture I D. costing $1. If
you don't have one you'll have to
have two forms of I D. OTHER
THAN YOUR PRESENT
COLLEGE I.D. Craig expects a
lot of hassels (what's going to
happen to people who want to
buy a sandwich or people on the
weekend?). Contact your senator
and let him know of your
opinions.
During the College Union

report a question regarding the
amount of tickets sold to an
individual for a concert came up.
The College Union announced
that from now on there would be
a limit of tickets a person could
buy. The College Assembly
report dealt with our electricity
bill. If this isn't reduced we'll
have to get the money from other
sources.

S.A.S.U. has proposed a bill for
a campus transportation system
to New York City only. It would
offer door to door service for a
nominal fee according to weight.
A decision has not been made.
The Alcoholic Beverage

Committee policy is not final. If
you want to change it see a
committee member.
The Alumni council wants

more student awareness.
Students who wish to give a tour
of the campus for the alumni
reunion on April 26, 1975 should
see Muriel Geidel.
The Alumni council has added

an amendment stating that the
President of the Senate be
allowed to attend their meetings.
The C.A.D.I. review board

stated that if a student cashes
one bad check he will lose the
right to cash any further check
until the bad check is paid for.
Ken Coon stated that he has

learned from S.A.S.U. that we
don't need President Hennessy's
permission to break away from
C.A.D.I.
The Outdoor Club became an

official club under Senate.
President Hennessy will speak
before the Senate on Feb. 17.

(SASU) - The Office of the
Vice Chancellor for Finance and
Business has issued new policies
concerning non-mandatory fees

- e.g. room rental deposits, late
registration charges, I D. card
replacement charges, and each
campus must now seek
authorization from the Vice
Chancellor's office to implement
these fees.

The new policy is almost
identical to a 1972 SASU
resolution on fees, fines and
deposits and specifies maximum
amounts for specific charges.
Those charges which were not
covered in the new policy must
have specific authorization from
the Vice Chancellor's office.
In a response to a request for

guidance from SUNY concerning
fines imposed upon students, the
Attorney General issued a
statement which concluded that
"neither the State University
Board of Trustees nor the local
Campus Councils have the
authority to provide monetary
fines for the violation of codes of
conduct or to collect such fines
by the withholding of diplomas
or transcripts." According to the
office of the University Counsel
and Vice Chancellor for
University Affairs, the opinion of
the Attorney General was not
"intended to question the power
of the University to maintain
order or discipline, suspend or
expel students for misconduct
under existing regulations, or to
impose authorized sanctions for
failure to pay University tuition
and fees, including parking fees
and fines."

The new policy was based on
the recommendation of a special
committee of campus
administrators, students and
central staff personnel
established by the Chancellor in"
1972. Larry Summers, then Vice -
President of the Student
Association of the State
University (SASU) was a
member of the committee.
The com mittee was

established after frequent
complaints from students and
much criticism from the New
York State Comptroller because
the amounts charged for fees,
fines, or deposits varied from
campus to campus. For
example, prior to 1968 the fee for
late registration at SUNY at
Albany was $5. While at SUNY at
Stony Brook the charge for Jate
registration was $15. To replace
a lost I D. card could cost a
SUNY student anywhere
between $0 and $3 depending on
which school he or she was
attending. Car registration fees
cost between 40 cents and $5 and
a Graduation assessment fee
could be as low as $2.60, or as
high as $10. The new piolicy has
abolished these inconsistencies.
The Student Association of the

State University (SASU),
adopted a position concerning
certain fees, fines and deposits in
November 1972. Only one of the
nine charges considered by
SASU differed from the new
policy established by the Vice
Chancellor's office. SASU
recommended that the charge
for late payment of tuition, fees,
or room rent not be in excess of
$10, provided that a fifteen day
grace period existed. The new
policy states that a campus may
charge up to $20 for late payment
but the charge may be subject to
waiver in "exceptional
circumstances."
The new policy will be

effective no later than the fall
semester of 1975-76. Any and all
fees* fines and deposits in
existence this year which are not
consistent with this policy must
be dropped before that time.

The Student Association of the
State University of New York
has developed a block - booking
program which will aid the
SUNY campuses in the
promotion and production of
popular entertainment concerts.
The service, which will be

known as the SUNY
Entertainment Development
Block Booking Program, will be
headed by recently appointed
SASU Entertainment
Coordinator Mike Piranian.
Piranian, a former SUNY at
Albany student, was also the
chairman of the SUNYA Concert
Board. As chairman of that
Board, he personally was
responsible for booking and
producing such top name acts as
Leon Russell, Merle Saunders,
Jerry Garcia, Hot Tuna, Chick
Corea, and Earl Scruggs.
Piranian feels strongly about

the advantages which can be
gained in collective bargaining
for the top artists, and says,
block booking is the only answer
to the spiraling expense
increases that are occurring
within the music industry. By
purchasing concert dates in
quantity, the price for each
concert will ultimately go down.
Piranian cites the competition

among the colleges for the big
name entertainment as one of
the reasons for the sky - rocking
prices. "What we are proposing
to do," Piranian says, "is to
organize the SUNY schools and
community colleges in New York
State so that by way of
cooperative planning and
collective effort, we may present
outselves to the major talent
agencies as a single buying
entity."
On Feb. 21 and 22, a

conference of the Concert - Union
Board members of the SUNY
campuses will be conducted in
Albany. The main objective of
this conference is to establish
better communications between
SASU and the campuses, and
between the campuses
themselves. One of the main
events of the conference will be
the showcasing of a SASU -

SUNY at Albany production of
the Marshall Tucker Band -

Elvin Bishop Group at the
Albany palace Theater.

It Is A Cabaret

Two weeks ago, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan.
27-29, tryouts for the adult
musical Cabaret were held. One
hundred twenty people
participated. The cast includes
one faculty member, one
security officer, five people from
downtown and 34 students. It, the
cast, consists of 40 people. The
cast members are:
Emcee: Dennis Baker; Cliff:

Rick Vannelli; Sally: Cindy
Hallock; Ernest: Greg Bilyeu;
Frau Schneider: Joan Verspoor;
Her Schultyz: Jim O'Donnell;
Fraulein Kost: Hilda Nieto;
Customs Officer: Tom Baxter;
Telephone girl: Sue Bahren;
Two ladies: Teena Wittaker and
Jodie McClosky; Max: Joe
Renzo; Kit Kat girls: DeeDee
Ball, Teri Poulin, Val Weeton,
Diane Guber, Lorraine Bard,
Karen Olson, Sue Ann
Behmorum, and Ingrid Frisvold;
Dancers: Japanese, Lori
Rabeler; Russian, Fran
Gobelman; French, Monica
DeCheck; German, Kimber
Hollis; American, Ellen
Kuperman. German sailors: Bill
La France, Jim Louster, Scott
Danziger, Bill Bartlett; SS Men:
Bob Hetzendorfer, Paul Haber;
Gorilla: Steve Urendenburgh;
Customers: Chuck Gregory,
Steve Borkowski, Dave Sipple,
Bill Buttlett, Kathryn Wityk,
Lucie Riccuiti, Roberta Risafi,
Lorraine Boardman.

You are probably wondering
how with, a shaky economy, a
global food crisis, corruption and
moral decay, how can one afford
him or herself the (selfish?)
"luxury" of meditation. How can
spirituality, which has
traditionally been confused with
myth, ritual and superstition be
relevent in the hard realities of
today's world? And finally, what
bearing does the relationship
between Man and the rest of
creation have with setting
mankind in a forward direction?
The ananda Morga (literally
"Path of Bliss") Society with its
far reaching philosophy
attempts to answer these
questions and effectively solve
these problems.
Meditation basically deals with

the belief that man could
subjectively expand his mind
and fully exploit the infinite
potential of it. Each human
being has innate divinity that is
the person's true nature.
Meditation, by ridding the
individual of his or her mental
distortions and physical
limitations can make the journey
inward toward that divinity that
is the essence of all creation.
Religion and spirituality are

concepts that are often confused.
Mystics, alike have appeared at
various times throughout
history. These leaders would
instruct their disciples in various
practices, set up moral,
behavioral, and hygenic codes
that would benefit their followers
both individually and
collectively. Philosophy would be
taught by these leaders and this
philosophy was often (hopefully)
the foundation and rationale
behind the practices. Most
important, the leaders of such
faiths would give the following a
mission or goal for society.
The leaders would die, the

leadership of the group would
fall into the hands of the
strongest and closest disciples,
who for the most part would
sincerely attempt to continue the
mission as it was handed from
the master. Yet eventually the
philosophy of the master would
be watered down or
re-interpreted." This was often
done to favor or protect vested
financial interests, to the
positions of the clergy or priests,
or due to political pressures. For
the individuals in the movement
the practices were reduced to
showy ritual done mainly
because it was traditional to
perform them, not for any
particular effect or the
practioner or collective body.
Such is religion.

Spirituality concerns itself
with practices and observances
with particular desired effects in
mind. They are designed with a
view towards improving the well
being of the practioner and
aiding him in his spiritual
endeavor (as is in meditation).
Some practices would help the
body and keep the body from
distracting the mind (borrows
forms of yogic exercises, bathing
and diet for example) other
practices such as collective
dancing and chanting as well as
creating a harmonious group
feeling. Spirituality concerns
itself with the Spirit or God, it
tends to favor a wholistic, or
unified view toward humanity
and the universe. Seeing the
divinity in even the crudest
object is a commonly shared
truth held among spiritualists of
different persuasions.

Social progress can only be
effected when man, his life, and
the lives of others with a
universal outlook. Divisive
sentiments such as sex,

discrimination, nationalism, and
regionalism tend to give man a
narrow scope and eventually will
threaten his very own existence.
A country that hoards and over -
consumes wealth and resources

deprives itself of resources
needed by other countries. These
poorer countries, out of
desperation will fight among
themselves and strike out at the
richer countries that exploit
them.
Only through a cooperative

spirit will mankind survive. The
suffering of a few is the suffering
of all. The Ananda Morga
Society eagerly invites people
who wish to learn more about its
spiritual philosophy, social
philosophy and service projects.
Two meditation classes are
offered now in Delhi, free of
charge. They are offered: 7:30
p.m. Sunday, First Floor Study,
Russell Hall. 7:30 p.m. Delaware
County Hotline, Wednesday.
"There is only one man in the

world
and his name is All Men.
There is only one woman in the

world
and her name is All Women.
There is only one child in the

world
and the child's name is All

Children.
There is only one Maker in the

world
and His children cover the

earth
and they are named All God's

Children."
Carl Sandburg

Red Garter

Band'
Saturday, Feb. 1, the Red

Garter Band brought a revival of
the roaring 20's to Delhi's
campus. The music was
entertaining and lent itself very
well to dancing everything from
the Alleycat to the Hora. The
gentlemen of the band, being
talented musicians and comics,
kept the audience singing,
laughing and dancing. They
provided a jubilant aura for the

audience. The kind of feeling you
get when you are with someone
who really enjoys their work.
True, there was little pre-event

advertisement. When the movie
"Owl and the Pussycat" was
over, the Red Garter Band did a
little jig to a packed house in the
Little Theatre. The students did
not take advantage of a
memorable evening even at a
reduced fee. Again the campus
population neglected an
opportunity for good
entertainment, which was
brought on campus for their
benefit.

Susan Spaulding
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CAREER CENTER DATA
INDUSTRIES connected with

housing, autos, high tieket
consumer products offer dim
employment prospects for 1975.
Those connected with ... coal,
coal transportation, drugs, and
health care, business equipment,
oil fields machinery, local transit
look good. Other possibilities
include ... mobile homes, CATV.
Vocations with potential include
... career counseling, vocational
teaching. State Government
Agencies. New commissions
being established to monitor
hospital, health care costs.
Foreign jobs possible answer to
future U.S., Canadian college
graduates unemployment and-or
employment potential. Brazil
has a brilliant future. Offers
almost unlimited opportunities.
Rich natural resource countries
in Middle East, Africa, Asia,
South America can probably use
these tough to place job
specialists ... School Teachers,
Construction and Electronic
Specialists, Chemists, and
Biologists,, Computer
Programmers.
Forecast 1975. We're going

way out on a limb by going
against projections of most
high-priced pundits. We project
1975 will be a pretty good job
market year. We'll cover
ourselves with the phrase, ...

barring war, etc. Our record's
pretty good. One of the very few
in 1972 predicting a slowdown in
1973-1974. Hope we are right!
Domestic United States. U.S.

economy sluggish through 1975.
Some industries may continue
sluggish into 1976.
Unemployment rate could jump
to eight percent in 1975. Means
another 1.5 million unemployed.
Important to keep your

PLACEMENT CENTER
BULLETIN

The job opportunities listed
below were received during the
week of Jan. 20 and have been
processed to alumni. Detailed
information on each position is
available in the Placement
Center.
STEWARD — Conducting

interviews for the 1975 season.

Recreation Club located in the
Finger Lakes area and hosted
the 1974 NYS Men's Amateur
Tournament. Send all pertinent
information. This is a full time
position from April 1 through
Oct. 31. Contact:
WAYNE HILLS COUNTRY

CLUB
Mr. Carlo J. Tiberio

Gannett Road
Lyons, NY 14489

DRAFTSMAN Company
engaged in Mechanical
Construction involving
plumbing, heating, air
conditioning, and fire protection.
Opening for a draftsman in fire
protection who would be willing
to expand into doing mechanical
drafting for major construction
projects. Submit resume to:
POSTLER & JAECKLE CORP
Erich K. Postler, President

53 King Street
Rochester, NY 14608
Tel. 716-328-4902

QUALITY CONTROL
SUPERVISORS - Testing
structures after completion,
record accurate findings.
Includes travel through
Southeastern New York state.

Steady year round
employment. No specific
educational background
required. Agriculture
background preferred. Firm
erects the renowned Harvestore
Silo. Contact:

MOHAWK HARVESTORE
CORPORATION

Mr. Mitch Kosciusko
Amenia, NY 12501
Tel. 914-373-8166

DIETETIC TECHNICIAN ~

Position in Nutrition and Food
Service Center. Salary,

perspective in these difficult
times. Remember, even though
eight percent unemployed 92
percent will be employed. And,
many companies, Institutions,
etc., are using present
Recession, possibilities of a
future Depression as excuse to
get rid of what they consider
"deadwood." Can get away with
it now. And it's our opinion four
percent to six percent
unemployment isn't practical
anyway. Five percent figure is a
number dreamed up by some
politicians. Summation,
Employment conditions in 1975
may not be as bad as they
appear at the present time. Job
openings will be available. Only
a little more difficult to find.

Alaska. To find out about jobs
constructing the Alaskan
pipeline ... write: Alyeska
Pipeline Service Company, 1815
S. Brogaw Street, Anchorage,
Alaska 99504. Ask for their
booklet, "The Truth about Jobs
in Alaska."
Booklet includes a list of

contractors awarded contracts to
build, operate the pipeline once
it's been completed. Alyeska
keeps updating this list. To stay
on top, you'll have to keep
writing for updates. More than
7,000 workers are now on the job.
Number is expected to jump to
14,200 by August of 1975. Most of
the work now concentrated in
Valdez, making it into a major
tanker port. Next step involves
welding pipe together.
Completion planned by July 1977.
Competition for jobs is intense.

Some 30,000 new arrivals
competed for the present 7,000
jobs. Has sharply increased
Alaska's unemployment rolls.
This, by itself, could create new

negotiable depending on
experience. Telephone Mr.
Friedman at 607-733-6541. Write
to:

ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL
Mr. Mark Friedman,

Personnel Dept.
555 East Market street
Elmira, NY 14902

FOOD SERVICE DIRECTOR
— Nine schools, 6200 students;
food preparation at central
facility for distribution to
satellite schools; 55 employees;
salary, $8500, 12,000 for 11
months; excellent fringe
benefits; 1-3 year's experience in
food service and - or associate
degree in food service
administration. Civil Service
exam must be taken upon
provisional appointment to
position. Contact:

EAST SYRACUSE MINOA
CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Mr. James F. Cullen

Asst. Business Manager
Business Office,

Administration Bldg.
407 Fremont Road

East Syracuse, N.Y. 13057
Tel. 315-656-7262

QUALITY CONTROL
SUPERVISORS - Must be
willing to work at heights 35-80
feet; $150 to start; all positions in
New York state; silo
construction firm in eight
counties; year round work; no
specific educational background
required. Contact:
MOHAWK HARVESTORE

CORPORATION
Mr. Mitch Kosciusko or
Mr. Lester McCarthy
Amenia, NY 12502
Tel. 914-373-8166

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE -

Business Agriculture AAS
Degree with agriculture
background. To learn fertilizer
business from ground up with
potential of eventually becoming
manager of fertilizer plant. Will
be required to move in
approximately one year after
training to take managerial
position. Contact:

AGRICO CHEMICAL
COMPANY

Mr. Richard Brady
Round House Road

job opportunities for
employment counselor
interviewers with State
Unemployment Offices.
Job recession in U.S. could

help to account for a number of
individuals going to Alaska to
seek jobs. Possibly spirit of
adventure another reason. In
any event, newcomers' ability to
latch on to one of the high paying
construction jobs appears slim at
this stage. Could be too late.
On plus, side. Personal Income

for Alaska up almost 20 percent
in September 1974 over
September 1973. Leads
continental U.S. by a wide
margin in this respect. Points up
there could be opportunities.

Some of the better
opportunities could develop in
the service areas. As example,
I.T.T.'s Arctic Services division
and Universal Services of
Seattle, Wash., have been
awarded contracts to provide
catering services at
Trans-Alaska pipeline camps.
The two companies will provide
supervision, personnel, food,
supplies, at the eight
construction camps. Both could
be contacted about opportunities,
prior to making any move to
Alaska.
Occupation of the week ...

desalination expert. Mideast
countries with little fresh water
plan to spend millions purifying
salt water. Most countries face
same problem. Will create
excellent job opportunities for
Scientists, Engineers,
Technicians in U.S., abroad. U.S.
companies in field include ...

Aqua-Chem; Chemico division of
General Tire; Ionics; Dupont;
possibly Universal Oil Products;
Westinghouse.

Oneonta, NY 13820
Tel. 607-432-8425

ANIMAL TECHNICIAN
Salary, open. Samll animal
practice; 3 vets. Contact:
CLARK ANIMAL HOSPITAL

Dr. Stillman Clark
3310 Atlantic Ave.
Penfield, NY 14526
Tel. 716-381-0601

NOW YOU SEE IT, NOW YOU
DON't

(CPS) — A mysterious man
arrives in town, promotes a
concert, collects the ticket
money and leaves town quickly
— before the unfortunate ticket
holders realize their tickets are
worthless and the concert is a

fraud.
A concert swindler has hit

Rloomington, Ind., and
Columbia, Mo., sucking in
hundreds of dollars from phony
tickets, reports the Maneater,
student newspaper of the
University of Missouri.

Oct. 12, Taj Mahal and Lynyrd
Skynyrd were billed as stars of
the Missouri concert. A few days
before the concert, however, the
Maneater discovered a peculiar
conflict in scheduling: Lynyrd
Skynyrd had no plans to begin
touring until next January and
Taj Mahal was playing in
Hamilton, N.Y. on Oct. 12.
The Maneater became

suspicious.

Police were contracted by the
swindler remains ' at large,
probably happily peddling
concert tickets in some other
city.

INDUSTRIAL Commissioner
Louis L. Levine, head of the
State Labor Department, said
recently that total employment
in New York State in December
was 6,969,200 as compared to
7,007,000 in November, 1974 and
7,094,100 in December of 1973.

Delhi College will be included
as one of the stops on a cross
country tour of college campuses
by a zany, nostalgic film
extravaganza called "The Mind -

Boggling, Never To - Be -

Forgotten - Or - Believed Escape
To Movie Orgy." The three big
hours of fun and campy
memories is sponsored by the
Jos. Schlitz Brewing company,
and will be shown Thursday,
Feb. 13 in MacDonald Pub,
starting at 9 p.m. Dining
Services is presenting the frolic,
and with Schlitz paying the bills
admission is free.
"Escape To Movie Orgy"

comes here complete with
segments of many of your
favorite childhood TV
characters, movie classics (and
duds), cartoon, crazy
commercials, and bombshell
bloopers. It is a veritable for
trivia freaks, nostalgia buffs,
and lovers of just a plain old
good time. Loaded with clips that

The women's volleyball
intramurals program is
underway. The first couple of
weeks, everyone was a little
rusty but after getting into the
swing of things, there are some
good and exciting matches. The
following is the league
standings:
7:30 W L
Collier's 5 1
Zooies 4 2
DZT 4 2
I vs 3 3
H-Quad 2 4
Gerry Hall 2nd Floor No. 1 0 6

pop on and off the screen with a
certain comic madness, the
Movie Orgy could aptly be called
"A 2001 Splice Odyssey."
The Schlitz - sponsored Movie

Orgy is currently in its fifth
successful year, having played
on 235 college campuses to over
a quarter of a million students.

Campuses continue to ask for the
film year after year. It retains
its popularity and appeal
because of an annual facelifting
which adds new elements but
keeps in some.of the favorites of
the year before. Added to that,
people simply seem to enjoy
taking another look at the things
that captured their fancies and
fantasies as kids.
So hop aboard the time

machine, grab your pillows,
blankets, and popcorn, be
prepared to turn back the clock,
cheer for the good guys, but
above all, get ready for an
"Escape To Movie Orgy."

8:15
SPA 6 0
Over the Arbor Hill Gang 6 0
Oates 2 4
Gerry Hall 2nd floor No. 2 2 4
DGX 1 5
The First Floor Bombers 1 5

9:00
Excalibor 5 1
Banana Bunch 3 3
Russell Stage 3 3
The Undeciders 2 4
ABX 2 4

Rusty Russellers 0 6

Volleyball
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Outcome Of Broome

Quad For Delhi
Delhi 21, Luzerne 15

118, Brian Kenealy (D) dec.
Gary Gordon 8-0.

126, Mike Naclerio (D) pinned
Nick Pappas 5:52.

134, Joe Calantjis (D) dec.
Tony Musto 7-0.

142, Mike Salotti, (D) dec. Ed
Kopec 11-6.

150, Drew Mamary (L) dec.
John Rapphahn, 2-1.

158, Doug Ricci, (D) dec. Stan
Rushiski 4-0.

167, Art Barney (L) dec. Mike
Moskowitz 9-2.
177, John Yarocz (L) dec. Bill

Karratt 7-1.
190, Art Winterton (D) dec.

Dave Blake, 4-3.
Hwt., Rick Kislin, (L) pinned

Ray Sanseverino 1:02.

Delhi 33, SUAB JV's 16

118, Brian Kenealy (D) pinned
Phil Deitch 5:37.

126, Mike Naclerio (D) won by
forfeit.

134, Joe Calantjis (D) dec.
Tony Greziani 11-2.

142, Mike Salotti, (D) won by
forfeit.
150, John Rapphahn, (D) dec.

Steve Vaugn 10-4.
158, Doug Ricci, (D) won by

forfeit.
167, Mark Abbott (S) pinned

Mike Moskowitz 1:11.
177, Bill Jansen (S) pinned Bill

Karratt 1:49.
190, Bob Merz (S) dec. Art

Winterton 13-0.
Hwt. Ray Sanseverino (D) won

by forfeit.

Delhi 15, Broome 22
118, Brian Kenealy (D) won by

forfeit.
126, Mike Naclerio (D) dec. A1

Schmidt 5-4.
134, Joe Calantjis (D) dec.

Gary McConnell 7-0.
142, Mike Salotti (D) dec.

Kevin Hyde 4-1.
150, Tim McLain (B) dec. John

Rapphahn, 9-4.
158, Cliff Herman (B) dec.

Doug Ricci 14-0.

167, Fred Booth (B) dec. Mike
Moskowitz 8-3.
177, Steve Foster, (B) dec. Bill

Karratt 8-0.
190, Chuck Relyea (B) dec. Art

Winterton 9-3.
Hwt., Mike Burczak (B)

pinned Ray Sanseverino 3:26.

Ladies Start

Their Season

Last week, the ladies played
their first game of the season
and lost to Herkimer with a
score of 36-61. The girls started
off with a good beginning but just
couldn't seem to make their
passes connect to make those
needed baskets.

Pam Whitford was high scorer
for Delhi, making 13 points. Pam
Stephanik pumped in seven
points, while Nancy Buel put in
six points. Sandy Quackenbush
managed six points before she
was out of the game due to an
injury.

Herkimer coached by Ms.
Galvin had two ladies in the
double figures. Candy Leonard,
who put in 13 points, and Joanne
Murphy, who put in 12 points.
Eight points were made by Sue
McCuffin while Miss
VanVoorhies chipped in seven.

The Delhi ladies are not ready
to give up yet. At the time of this
article, when it comes out, the
ladies would have played two
more games to improve their
record. The next four games are
away but the next game that will
be home is a double header with
the men. The ladies play
Berkshire at five, followed by a
men's game with Schenectady
whose record is similar to the
men's!

DELHI WRESTLING

Tech Wrestlers

The Delhi Tech Wrestling
Team upped its record to 9-6,
eighth in W.C.A.A. rating with
three victories last week. Delhi
defeated Luzerne C.C., Herkimer
C.C., and Binghamton State J.V.
The Broncos suffered two close
losses to Corning (30-24), and
Broome (22-15). On both losses,
Delhi laced to early leads, but
soon their leads dwindled as the
last five weight classes (all
non-high school wrestlers) got
beaten easily.

Mike Naclerio (126) continues
to lead the squad. The freshman
from Commack has a 15-0 record
-and looks like a good bet to finish
the season undefeated. Brian
Kenealy (118) and Joe Calantjis
(134) are both 14-1 and are also
freshmen. Key factors in last
week's victories were freshmen
Mike Salotti (142) and John
Rapphahn. They have both
shown marked improvement
over the first semester.

Final preparations for the
Region III tourney on Feb. 14
and 15 are being made. From all
indications it should be a closely
contested meet with Jamestown,
Morrisville, and Monroe in the
favorite's seat.

(1) What is the most strikes
you can get in a game of
bowling?
(2) Who is Delhi's unbeaten

wrestler at 126 this year?
(3) Who is the only senior now

in the starting lineup on the
Delhi Basketball team?
(4) Which team won the 1969

World Series?
(5) Who is the all-time leading

scorer in the NBA?
(6) Who is the Los Angeles

Dodgers "iron man" relief
pitcher?
(7) Who was the losing team in

the first Super Bowl?
(8) What is an eagle in golf?
(9) Who won the recent

$100,000 grudge match in tennis?
(10) Who is nicknamed the

"Golden Bear" in golf?
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THERE ARE approximately
600,000 business firms of all
kinds in New York State,
according to the New York State
Department of Commerce. The
state's retail stores do about nine
percent of all retail business in
the nation, while wholesale trade
does about 17 percent. Selected
services account for 20 percent
of total U.S. service receipts.
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REGION III

Wrestling Tourney
Farrell Hall Gym

February 14 & 15,
1975
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FDA To Approve

Morning After Pill
(CPS) — According to Edward

Nida, public information officer
for the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), that
agency will approve the sale and
use of the "morning after"
contraceptive pill
diethylstibestrol (DES).
The final agency ruling will be

that DES "is regarded as safe
and effective, but not for
continuous use," according to
Nida.

The FDA conducted tests on
DES after several years of
controversy over the drug. About
five years ago, studies were
published linking cancer in girls
to use of the drug by their
mothers in early pregnancy.
This led the FDA to ban DES in
cattle feed, where it was used as
a growth hormone, because
traces of the drug were found in
cattle livers ingested by humans
at levels considered unsafe.
Following tests of DES, the
cattle feed ban was lifted.
DES is a synthetic estrogen

which has been found to be
nearly 100 percent effective in
averting a pregnancy when

taken within 72 hours after
unprotected intercourse.
Opponents of the drug have
claimed that high doses of
estrogens, synthetic or natural,
can cause cancer in women

using it.
Dr. David Bard, a specialist in

female genital tract cancers,
working with high-dose estrogen
drugs under a federal grant at
the University of Florida, said
that his studies have found that
DES only affects the developing
female fetus, but not the mother.
Such female children have

"varying degrees of abnormal
development in the upper vagina
and cervix," which if detected
early enough, is "almost
always" curable without
damaging the reproductive
capacity of affected females,
said Bard.
Bard described DES and other

morning - after pills as "safer
than abortions."
However, the FDA's ruling

may not be popular. "There's
just too little know about it,"
said one DES critic. "And we're
not too big on women being
experimented on."

Cold Power: Melting

Icebergs For The Millions
While many areas of the world

are gripped in famine -
producing drought, a few
scientists have begun plans to
free two-thirds of the world's
supply of fresh water that lies
entombed in ice — Antarctic ice.
According to a Rand

Corporation think tank,
harvesting icebergs could double
the U.S. water supply without
depleting the bergs or doing
damage to the Antarctic.
In the current fantasy, the

bergs would be roped with cables
and arranged into trains up to 50
miles long. This is possible, the
scientists have said, since
Antarctic icebergs, unlike their
Arctic cousins, are relatively
smooth and flat on top.
To avoid refueling problems,

the berg caravan's 12-month trip
from Antarctica to Southern
California would require atomic
powered tugs accompanied by an
array of launches, and
helicopters.

Once the ice reached its new
home, huge strip mining
machines anchored off the
continental shelf would be used
to scoop chunks of ice into an
underwater pipe that would
carry them, melting along the
way, to a storage plant on land.
A Rand scientist admitted

that, although simple, the plan
did have a few bugs.
"It would take the largest

mining machine that we know of
— thousands of them, to harvest
the ice from just one of these
large bergs," he said. In
addition, the disposal of nuclear
wastes from the yet-to-be
developed atomic powered
tugboats would pose another
stumbling block.
Nevertheless, the scientists

claimed that iceberg water could
cool the throats of millions for a
mere $25 an acre foot, as
compared with $65 for aquaduct
water and $100 for desalinized
sea water.
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Adopted As Major
State Program

Traveling, historical exhibit
mounted on a barge has been
adopted as the major project of
the New York State American
Revolution Bicentennial
Commission. The barge will
move along New York's
waterways, and offers the
potential of bringing the
bicentennial commemoration to
a majority of citizens of the
Empire State.
As tentatively planned by the

Commission, the barge will be
launched from the Long Island
area and then move to the
metropolitan New York vicinity.
Its route will move up the
Hudson River and north on Lake
Champlain. Doubling back, the
barge will head west along the
New York State Barge Canal,
and after a visit to Lake Ontario
and the Finger Lakes region, will
end its journey in the Buffalo
area.

Preliminary plans call for the
barge to make approximately
twenty stops along its proposed
route. Each stop will be up to
five days in duration. The barge
will be towed by a tug.
The actual barge exhibit will

focus on how New York state
looked at the time of the
American Revolution. Emphasis
will be placed on the social and
cultural history of the residents
of that time. The displays will
expose the visitors to the
concerns of Revolutionary era

people and offer a feeling for the
quality of life as it was lived
two-hundred years ago. Native
arts and crafts will be featured
and demonstrations and
performances will be offered.
A preview of the barge exhibits

will be available for public
viewing during the summer of
1975 when a scale model of the
project, mounted on a houseboat,
will tour the state. The houseboat
will make stops at the sites
which will be visited the
following year by the barge.

A TOUCH OF CLASS AT DELHI
Every Sunday night, from 8:30

to 10:30 the MacDonald Pub
features the Delhi Cabaret.
You'll find the cabaret upstairs
in MacDonald Hall. You'll also
find the best in student
entertainment, a variety of
munchies and a fine selection of
Almaden Wines. The people that
have been there return, they

'

know what to expect, a relaxing
atmosphere with a touch of
class. There are those that
hesitate to try something new,
but you'll never know what
you're missing — try it. Sunday

" night is Cabaret night. So
don't just sit there alone in your
room, come to the Cabaret.
Admission is free, the girls take
care of the tables, and you're
sure 4.0 have a good time.
Life is a cabaret ole chum —

Come to the Cabaret!
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Official Campus

Program
Announced

The American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration in
Washington, D.C. has announced
plans for a new program under
which the nation's colleges and
universities can become official
bicentennial communities.
Approximately 3,500 schools

are eligible for national
recognition which, among other
things, will entitle them to use
the bicentennial symbol in their
programs. The national program
was established in response to
the active roles many higher
education institutions have
already begun to play in the
bicentennial commemoration.
Schools eligible for national

bicentennial recognition include
all institutions with
post-secondary programs which
are wholly or principally
creditable toward baccalaureate
or associate degrees. They must
be listed in the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and
Welfare publication "Education
Directory, 1973-74, Higher
Education." Schools with
multi-campuses must submit an
application from each campus
desiring to participate. Each
campus will then qualify for
separate designation.
To become a bicentennial

campus, a school must form a
bicentennial committee which is
broadly representative of the
institution, including the student
body, the faculty and the
administration. Plans must
include programs under all three
national bicentennial themes
(Heritage '76, Festival USA, and
Horizons '76).
Applications detailing

procedures for becoming a
bicentennial campus are
available from NYSARBC. 99
Washington Avenue, Albany
12230. Completed applications
should be returned to the
NYSARBC office.

Bail Fund Up
To $715.™

During the Spring Semester
last year the Student Senate
created a Bail Fund. The
purpose being to allow bail for
Delhi Students, who, for any
reason, have been arrested in
Delaware County or in the city of
Oneonta.
This bail is in effect a loan.

Bail is given to the accused after
he signs a promissory note (if
under 18, an adult co-signer is
required). An accused Delhi
student would get in touch with
the President, Vice President,
Treasurer, or Secretary of the
Senate. An emergency meeting
of the Student Senate would be
called to approve a bail of up to
$300.
This fund was possible through

the voluntary contributioons of
students. During registration a
table was set up in the Gym for
collection of this money,

part-time.
So far, there is $715.75 in the

bail fund. Last semester, the
fund was used twice. It does helo'
fellow students and hopefully
next semester, they will be able
to stay during all of registration
to keep the fund going.
If anyone would like to

contribute, you can stop by at the
Student Senate office.

OLDEST ROCKS IN THE
WORLD

(CPS) — Geologists in
southwestern Minnesota have
found rocks calculated to be 3.8
billion years old, - equal in age
to the oldest rocks ever found on
Earth.
The find climaxes 40 years of

research of gneiss and granite
outcroppings that extend for
about 80 miles from the
Minnesota- North Dakota border
to New Ulm, Minn.
The new old rocks must

compete for status with other
oldest rocks unearthed in
Western Greenland in 1969, also
estimated to be 3.$ billion years
old.
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Roomie, I hope your car gets
out of the hospital ... Do Rabbits
grow beads? They most
certainly do!!!.. Roberta and
John, let's get those articles in
sooner ... Missing: one pink
shag, thought to be spotted in the
vicinity of Murphy Hall ...

Tweety, did we make it through
this weekend? Where did
everyone sleep? In your bed? ...

Sue, will you get up! ... Sexy
Sadie! .... Moo-Moo, you were
honored again this week ... Hey
Mike! Should we mail you the
thumb tacks? ... Hey fellow
members of the basketball team,
let's make those baskets. We
want a better record than the
guys, right! ... John, you lost ten
pounds under your chin (too bad
it went under your belt) ... Come
on with those apple trees, girls,
I'm getting hungry ... Bob and
Dave's Bumping Palace

(instructions given by phone
after 4 a.m.) ... Hey Joe, T.I.O.
!!! ... Rommie, Congratulations
on your Psychology triumph ...

Hey Mark, Don't just stand there
or you'll get flabby. Speaking of
flab, how's the beer and popcorn
diet coming ... Sweat hog, this is
the girl from Rochester, I'm still
waiting in the lobby with my
balloon ... The I V.'s hit the vein
tonight ... It's turtleneck time! ...

It's not everyone who has their
own private rooster who crows at
Dawn ... Jamie, quit gloating
over the nine-tenths you got 11
more weeks to go yet ... Do all
Moo-Moo's have a side-kick
serve? ... Typists of America
unite with correctotype!
Sandy, too bad your knee wasn't
better for the semi-formal. Try
not to be too disappointed ...

D.P., type, type, type for old
time's sake ...

Weekly
Teabaej

If the best

things in life are

free, how come
we have to pay
so much for less
than the best?
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Is It The Real

Cause of Pollution?
^ JJ g ^ a

(CPS) — An executive of S '}) I ^4 V I I |f |
Chrysler Corporation has ^ WW I tW'
announced that his company has — f s-
found the real cause of pollution ^\\(C\ I
- plants. {r\\[ ( IThe statement came at a .(CDr\yj
recent hearing of the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) on requests from BABYSITTERS wishing to .KI...n. c

the automobile industry to remain in the Baby-sitting J? X? ? a
suspend for one year compliance Bureau must call Nancy Behn at JV 'J™ w3X. ™ed °"s dn(?
with auto emissions standards 746-3163 and give her your second j}^.shs^!« ?}*
taChyvelf?rlVi7ce - President me" a^i fiSiS
Sydney Terry told the EPA that WANTED: Anyone with a car j^1 ^eave mcswa "'ll^Vndv
even if automobiles were who has Thursday mornings

0 DTlfoffieiM
completely banned, certain free. Paper needs someone to
areas of the country would still take paper to Stamford before „nn

not meet clean air standards noon. Will reimburse for gas. I. JBrand new
because of hydrocarbons given Call 4205 or 4842. Pau ^ DuB.H^ail^ooff by vegetation. Because of Fdul' 303' DuBois Hdl1 840
this, plants are almost as much ,nsT< IVj . .. „

to blame for pollution as cars, WANTED: Anyone interested in tTihe name DavTd cLriei
Roger Strelow r^l^r^l^^rt^t^"'5 ^ SVS"'hST"£pointed out to Terry that one "e°°™d ldZ Uerry Hd" 85 00

problem with cars is that their WANTED: Someone who is '
_

concentrations'* of° Mluta^ts "in spoT^page'fo^DTU8 We'need ?^KP^'Tp^ge^ata^'of
Urb^:„r<!Taw„s may give off Contact Kris Rude at DTUs
S?r^^ldo^i ANYONE interested in forming
large concentrations." Strelow a Kood-Kor-All Program: ,F,md ^nUnTr^ eL oWainedsald ald for world cr,s,'s; 1 y"u sending a 10-cent stamp tohave any ideas, please leave Backpacker Books. R.F.I). No 1,

message a DTU olfice c-o Andy Bellows Palls. Vermont 05101
. , Campagnola.
Astronomer s

Announcement I I JBW|

(CPS) — Three astronomers at [ A J I MjB
Kitt Peak Observatory ^BT lB ■ bL. I Bflp
Arizona have announced that for
the first time features of a star
other than the sun have been Roy, take an editorial! ... The worn for one week and put them
isolated and identified. trouble with this world is Dorm under your roommate's pillow ...

The astronomers said they Directors ... They ought to take Oh where. Oh where did all the
have found large hot and cold 'em all outside and shoot 'em tickets go? Was it fair to the
regions in the atmosphere of down in the streets like dogs ... students? A change in policy of
Betelguese, the reddish star in R.c. Stoler, where were you the selling tickets is needed How
the northeast corner of the Orion night security tried to track vou many strangers invaded our
constellation, which is nearly 500 down? ... Roy. take an editorial! campus this past weekend? Any
light years from earth. The trouble with this world is guesses'' ... Did anyone notice a
The structures identified in people who watch too much T.V. building missing? ... Did you

Betelguese's atmosphere are They ought to take em all know that Ash Wednesday is this
thought to be huge regions of hot outside and shoot em down like Wednesday .' The beginning of
and cold gases that may be dogs ... Jesse James'fans strikes Lent ... 101 Wavs to get rid of
similar to features observed on again! ... 101 Ways to get rid of your Roommate Wait until
our own sun. In recording the your Roommate ... don't take a your roommate is asleep, fill
features, the astronomers used shower during the whole their hand with toothpaste, then
an image intensifier to amplify semester ... Where was women's tickle their nose and watch
the brightness of the star, and bowling in the Regionals? They where the toothpaste goes ... To
then used computer methods to lost out again. Better the women who play intramural
reconstruct the star's image. preparation next year. I hope vollevball let's start playingThe discovery marks the first The dieter's fault I don't need lor fun. not blood It's not how
time that men have been able to it, but. 1 sure eat it ... 101 Ways you play it's how much fun
optically study features of a sun to get rid of your Roommate you have playing. GIVE THE
other than our own. take your socks that you have RKKS A CHANCE!!!!
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